A classic characteristic of traditional Windsor craftsmanship, the Utility Bar Stool features tapered, outward-facing legs and a molded ash seat that accentuates the stool's agile build. Additionally, the Utility Bar Stool boasts the iconic Windsor wedge & tenon joint—a trademark detail found in many Lucian Ercolani's early works.

Manufactured in solid ash, the Utility Bar Stool is offered in nine bespoke finishes.

**Specifications**

- **Timber**: Ash
- **Designed by**: Lucian Ercolani 1956
- **Product Code**: 4667
- **Dimensions**: W: 39 D: 37 H: 75 SH: 75 cm.
- **Packaged Dimensions**: W: 43 D: 41 H: 79 cm.
- **Packaged Weight**: 6.5 kg.
- **Finishes**: Natural & Stained